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/Answer all questions

Time: Three hours

(a) For any three vecto$ @, !, q 
' 

prove that the identity

s^ (! 
^ 

c) = @'a)b- @'De

Hence show that

(q^O) [(O^c) ^ 
(c^q)] = Ia'lbne)1'1'

4, p, ? are defined, ir terms of vectors Q , 0 , IrThe vectors

by
c\a a\b
v,!- v ,

bAcq:---:-t',P-v-
w\erc V = @. bA e* 0.

Show that d.P A't = $ Sftn* a"o that any vector r can be

expressed in the form
11 ','

t= (r..q)q - (r.Bl!+ (4.1)s .

E io [erm6 of g and ! if qAo=6-r'



i

2. (a) Defioe the followirg tems:

i. the gra.dient of a scalar field / ;

ii. the divergence of a vector field I ;

iii. the curl of a vector ficid ! .

(b) Prove the fotlowing:

i. div(d a) : { div! + grad /.f ;

ii. curl(/ {) : d curl l+ grad d AI.
(c) Let a - rL+U!-l zk and r: [l ancl let s be a constart

vector. Evaluate the following:

i. grad(s.d 
;

ii. curl(@ A C) .

Hence Show that

i. s.aalaj\ = 
(_ . r llc 

._r) 
- .'.b,-"\,3 / 

"l 
_.. .,

.. -/dn r\r. curl(_1-:,/ =

3. (a) State the Gleen,s theorem in the plane.

Verify the Green's theorem in the plane for

I
rl ltg g2t,Jr _ r2rlg
Jr-

where C is lhe rloned curve of the reg,on bounded bv 9 =./ and

! = c2'

(b) Siate the Stoke,s theorem.

Verily the Stoke,s theorem for a vector

A = (2r, a) i, szz j, uzz k

where ,9 is the upper half surfa,ce of the sphere 12 + 92 + z2 = I
ard C is its boundary.
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a particle in a plane in terms of polar co-ordinates (r' d) are

#-,(#)t *^ i*?#) resPectiver''

Two particles each of mass m are cotrnected by a light in-extensible

string artd are lying on a smooth horizonta'l table with the stdog taut'

The string p&sses through a small ring O fir(ed to the table at a point

dista-nce'o' from ihe ffrst particle The first particle iB given hori-

zonta,l velocity tr perpendicula"r to the string Prove that it's subse-

quent path until the second particle reaches O as the polal equatiotr

, = asec(0 /J2) relative to O Plove also that ifthe particle is reached

a distance r afier time t then 
" 

= o" *!u'p'

5. A particle moves in a plane wiih velocity o and tbe tangent to the path

ofthe particle ma,kes an algle { with a fixed line in the plane Prove

that the components of accelelation of the particle a'long the tangent

*a p"rp"rrai"olu. to it are fl and off respectively

A smooth wire io the form of an arc of a cycioid which equation is

s = 4asinry', i8 fixed in a vertica'l plane 1)i,ith the vertex downwa'rds and

tihe tangent at vertex hodzontal A smal bea'd of mass rn is threa'ded

otr the wire and is projected flom the vertex with speed /8@ U the

of the medium in which the Botion take place is mu2 f8a

the speed i8 u. Shovv that the bead comeg to instantaneous

at a cusp (t/': n/2) and returns to the stading point with speed

so,(I - 2e-t).



6. Staie the angular momentum principle,

A right circular cone with a semi veltical angle o is fixed with its
axis vedical ard verto( downwa"rds. A particle of mass rz is held at

rhe point ,4 on the smooth innpr surfacc of the cone a[ a distance /a,

from the axis of revolutiotr. The particle is projected perpendicular to

O A with yelocily tut, where O is the vertex of the cone. Show that the
particie rise6 above the level of.4 iI

u2 > ag cola

and greatest reaation behreen the particle and the surface is

/ ",2me(sina+acosa),


